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1• Introduct ton 
During the luat two years it became evident, that lattice QCI> llotitu-

Carlo ntuuiuH are able to produce пишу nonperturbative, phenomenolof.l-
cally rele/ant numbers win. a reauonuhle degree of consistency: string 
tenaion, gluon cotidemiute, aeeon шаоаев, etc. . However, our under
standing of the underlying dynamical mechanisms, in particular of the 
vacuum structure, remained still poor. Actually, phase transitions and 
narrow wcak-to-otrong coupling crossovers observed in different lattice 
modela in dependence on trie tare coupling g0 (or on the corresponding 
lattice scale a) could oe related to the condensation of topological 
objects on the scale of a lattice unit (oor.opoles, vortices) . However, 
in order to comprehend the interpolation between the perturbative (Cou
lomb-like)' and the confinement region characterized by physical length 
scales one would like to identify excitations of arbitrary large size 
(in lattice units) which would survive in the continuum limit. 

Such configurations are well-known from the quasiclaseical conti
nuum approach: instantons and their "dilute gas configurations"'-3' . Their 
typical scale size - till now introduced either by hand via an infrared 
cutoff 9c in the most naive way or by repulsive hard core interac-

/A/ 
tions' - should be viewed ев a physical quantity to be extracted from 
phenomenological information. Callan, Dashen and Grose (CDO) were the 
first, who tried to relate the quasicleeeical approach to the lattice 
theory proposing the determination of an effective Wilson-type lattice 
action '. In discussing inatanton effects they concentrated on the 
weak-to-strong coupling crossover and studied this in terms of the (i 
function. The strong coupling branch of the latter was taken from the 
large order high temperature expansion for the string tension Cfa.g,) 
required to be independent on the lattice spacing a '. Viewing the 
Vang-Uills vacuum as a polarizable medium CDC claimed the instanton /3 
function to be driven by the permeability of the gas of instantons, the 
maximum scale of which is set by the lattice constant( JLcsQ. )• Really 
CDG found a departure from the perturbative behaviour at g o - 1 as indi
cated also by the strong coupling expansion. However, the instanton curve 
did not smoothly interpolate between the weak and the strong coupling 
branch, rather overshooting the latter. Thus, one had to rely on addi-
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tional aechanlaaa coaing Into operation while the in»teuton gaa «era 
yet very dilute (the fraction of apaee-tiae occupied by instantone being 
leaa than 1J*/* , 7 /. 

In • recent paper' ' we could overcoae thia difficulty calculating 
tha /3 function directly by renoraalising the triple-gluon-vertez in a 
aoaentun aubtractlon (ИОН) achame and taking the leading lnetanton gaa 
corractiona Into aeoount. Here, the inveraa acale size $>̂  play» the 
role of • fixed, aa**-lik* paraaatar. the raaultlng curve interpolatea 
aatiefaotorily between tha perturbative and strong ooupling branchea if 
the apaoe-tiae packing fraction takea value* fro» 1 to 5%. (Thle ia a 
region, «here dipole-lika interaction» between inatantona and antiinatan-
tona reaarkably influence the reaulta). However, the choaan ИОН achaae 
beara lta own problem. First tha ft function beooaaa gauge dependent. 
Secondly, w» do not know what tha atrong ooupling branch really looka 
Ilka in tola «опеке. Therefore a nore reatrictive aatlaate of the packing 
fraction and of P e • reap, haa reaained iapoaaible. 

In this paper w» «hall do better. We atudy the "Couloab-oonfineaent 
transition" in tern* of the interaction force in between of an infini
tely heavy quark-antiquark pair. It ia related to the expectation valuaa 
of rectangular Wilson loop» extending over Euclidean tiae T 
and diatance R (R«T) between the aourcee by 

r , R ' ATAR " v/fT-AT,(?) Wfr.R-Д^ 

We will oaloulete thia quantity for 8U(2) and 3U(3) gauge group* with
in the dilute gaa approxiaatlon including correction» due to inatanton 
intaraotiona and confront the reaulta with К data. In thia way wa 
eatiaata the dlatanoea up to which the inatanton gaa reasonably deaa-
rlbea the fore» and find tha typioal Inatanton aoale alsa. She atatlc QQ 
fore* preaented in a Couloab-lik* fora with an effective coupling 
by 

enablea ua to specify another, phyaioally aotivated Л function which 
avoid* gauge dependence and is given in terse of a unique renoraalisa-
tion aohesa at both weak and atrong coupling. 



On the lattice the force has been calculated recently with good 
statistics by Lang et al. for the 3U(2) case. In the transition region 
they established the independence of the results with respect to the 
chosen lattice action. It haa been shown by Creutz' ' that the 3U(2) 
data at snail distances fit well into dependence (2), if the effective 
coupling is given by the two-loop renormalization group expression 
(Ni'O for the pure Yang-Mill» caae) 

* ' « • i f * * - " ^ ' A-,i5f$f»»«?-r*«.»«F4). 
Creutz found the ratio Л ц / Л ь , where AL la related to the renormali
zation group behaviour of the bare coupling fl,(o) in the given lattice 
theory, and a recent theoretical estimate' ' agreed. Por SU(3) the 

/10/ potential has been investigated' ' on the basis of the few available 
data pointa of Creute' . Thus, we decided to take data of our own 
measuring Wilson loop expectation values with the help of Fietarinen's 
beat bath procedure' '. This allowed to improve the fit of the ratio 
Aj./y<F , too. 

In the SU(3) case the static force can be compared with what is /15/ known from phenomenological, nonrelativistic querkonium potentials' . 
Our lattice data deviate significantly froa the phenomenologioal curves 
for R S .4 fm. It has been argued that this difference la due to the 

/12/ absence of light femions' '. Therefore, we discuss our pure Yang-Hills 
data considering Wilson's action aa an effective action with inclusion 
of the smallest virtual quark-antiquark loops (tantamount to a renor
malization of the bare Yang-Hills coupling). We find that this correc
tion does not bring the lattice data nearer to the effective quarko-
nium potential. 

In order to make this paper widely selfconslstsnt we sketch in 
section 2 our present understanding of the instanton gas picture. Sec
tion 3 describes the calculation of the static © Q force. In section 4 
we shall present our numerical results and draw the conclusions. 

2. The Instanton Gas Model for the Yang-Hills Vacuum 
The instanton gas model for the ground state of SU(ll) Yang-Hilla 

theories takes all tunnelings between topological distinct prevacua 
into account by considering Gaussian fluctuations around supsrposi-
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tions of single (antl) inetantons taken in the singular gauge'3'. The 
vacutm-to-vaouum transition amplitude is then represented as a grand 
canonical partition function of an interacting instanton-antiinstanton 
gas 

9,-,г; and R, are the scale else, the position and the global orien
tation with respsot to SU(N), resp. d*(S) denotes the eingle-instanton 
amplitude''16'' 

* (5) 

The soale parameter Л refers to a particular regularization scheme 
which will be chosen here in accordance with the Wilson lattioe scheme. 
The corresponding A t is related to the Paull-Villars Л р. у by' '' 

S£ SU<2) 
tor 

'A u I 313-1 su(3) • 
ЛГУ/ ml * « <6) 
' V/V J 31 

The interaction potential Vinf in eq. (4) oollecte all nonfactorizing 
contributions arising from the classical action, from quantum effects 
(i.e., from the multiaoattering expansion of the fluctuation determi
nants) aa well as from the expansion of the collective coordinate Jaco-
bian. At large distances dominates the classical dipole-dipole inter
action'3' 

v» * v - 8 , * 2 Dw;tf БФ;У,(<ГУ>. -4 ±&)м* <7) 
with A*2{-?j , and where t>v* 5; * * 1 ы ^ « is called dipole 
moment (the "I symbols were invented by 't Hooft' * ) . If one takea 
only expression (7) into account in calculating the partition function. 
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then the thermodynamic*! limit doea not exist because of the infrared 
divergent scale size integration. Usually one avoids this problem by an 
ad hoc cutoff 9 t . One has then to fix o c or the related packing 
fraction 

f,W - * f £ dot?) f V (b) 
from an additional dynamical information. However, thia method makes 

/18/ the inntanton gas model inconsistent with some low energy theorems' '. 
Thie disaster could be avoided, if one were able to identify a repul
sive force among the contributions to Vfnf . Instead of this we have put 
in by hand a hard core repulsion '. 

involving a "large" diaenslonless diluteness parameter Q . For Q it 
la possible to estimate a lower bound from the condition 

I vv . | < г • jl 
for a given instanton-antiinatanton pair of the same group orientation. 
It turns out a' > 6. We have shown' ' that the hard core inducea a 
selfconsistant cut-off of the instanton density at large sizes 

d(9.V • Ы4) expl- QN JJ t o„. ^ -2 , do) 

where the r.m.e. radius о in completely fixed by the parameter 0 
or equivalently by the paoking fraction 

In tola way the pressure (i.e., the vacuum energy density), the gluon 
condensate and oertain two-point functions of gluonic currants at zero 
•omentum gat the right, «normalization group dependence on the coupling 
constant''', thus aatiefying the raquirsmanta of the low energy thao-
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/19/ 
rema. We mention here an independent approach to the ваше problem' , 
where analogoua reaulta are achieved, independent of certain details 
concerning the region of email distances between inetantons. 

For Q' valuea up to OUVO) «re expect that the interactiona (7) 
play an important role. In Ref. they have been dealt with by means 
of a functional averaging procedure in ite Qauaaian approximation. One 
finds an approximate expression, for the pressure 

P * p f c c - 2 - {»;-<) 4 v j j r л 3 A. U - F'W (»**.;*], (12) 

where Ff»)- ilt-fW) x* 
ia related to the Pourier transform of the instanton field and where 
the susceptibility ОС. is given by 

From eq. (12) one easily deduces the correction to the instanton den
sity due to dipole interactiona 

Our experience with the calculation of the permeability ot the inter
acting inatanton gaa ahowa'*' that the corrections due to the enhanced 
one-inatanton distribution (13) are large compared with those coming 
from two-inatanton correlations. Therefore, in calculating the atatic 
Q Q force we will not try to treat them and restrict ourselves to an 
account of expreaaion (13). Then one induces only a amall error, if one 
replaces f by the usual cut -off 9 0 , for simplicity. In what follows 
wa will really do so. But we want to keep in mind the relation between 

•/» and a' aoo. to eq. (11), in order to have a better control on the 
influence of dipole-like interactions. 

3. the Static W force 
first let us discuss pure Yang-Mills theory. The static potential 

for a heavy quark-antiquark system has been studied within the quasi-
elaasioal approach first by the Princeton group'3* '. Instead we prefer 
here the foroe as defined by eq. (1), because in the given ratio of 
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Wilson loop expectation values unpleasant perimeter dependant terns and 
E factors depending on the cusp angles of the rectangular contour are 
cancelling out' 2 1'. 

The dilute gas derivation for the Wilson loop expectation value 
IV(T,R) withT"»R assumes the factorization into single inetanton contri
butions along the Euclidean time axis. 

WfT.R) =« I.J Z. f, £ Z t / i f t j > * jfdl?,] dejffft; * 

where the global group orientations 9.C>") written in the fundamental 
representation have been taken out off the matrices 

1Kl,*) • «P^fc Г «К Я." (**-*»,'.*]?• (15) 
-ao 

The trace in expression (14) factorizes after integrating over the 
group orientations. One gets 

V (T,«) « e*r г- г / dJ cty fr/ .» <o(| J , (16, 
• * 

is a numerically known_function' . Finally, we arrive at the inetanton 
contribution to the Qu force as 

Q 

F^ Щ - - 2 J d? ?
l <ty (?) Д ю f f; • (17) 

This result must be brought together with the short-range, perturbative 
force talcing at least one-loop corrections into account. The latter can 
be reformulated in terms of the two-loop running coupling (3) by employing 
a renormalization group analysis, 

я £, JVW ( 1 8 ) 

The corresponding ratio of scale parameters takes the values' 

г го.?г з и ( г ) 

A R / Д - j for (19) 
L ( 30. -(9 su(3) , 

where 
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where Л, ie defined by 

Ik 

and refers to the Wilson action. Our aim is to confront the total force 

F(R)- F.*W - F w(« (2D 

with the corresponding lattice data. They can be found at a given lattice 
scale a by 

ЦР- - ~ь *<";*.> ( 2 2 ) 

Л J u%)tf 
with 

(23) 

and R A t * VifiMJ'fl/fc)^ , I»l. 

In a real calculation on a , for inetance, 8 4 lattice one has to rest
rict I*S, 3< 3 to get reasonable results. 

If one wants to translate the data into physical units, one needs 
the relation to the string tension which itself is usually taken from 
the string model by S - - -(/«troc1 with <x'a 1 GeV - 2. Prom MC data one 
extracts ^t/'fs by considering the limiting curve J,3'-*• oo as an 
envelope for all ratios %(l,"J,9») , which is expected to behave as 
dictated by eq. (20). For 3U(2) we uae the value of Creutz Al".0Mf5i ' 1 0 / ' 
whereas for SU(3) we will present our own data, which will include also 
simple ratios of the type 

exhibiting relatively small errors due to statistical fluctuations of 
the •'•• 

It ia interesting to see, how the generation and annihilation ot 

virtual pairs of light quarks can influence the static QQ foroe. for 
dafiniteness we assume c,b,.. quarks to be infinitely heavy leaving 
three flavors of light quarks. He will not discuss here the force me-
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dieted by in»tantone but only compare the perturbative force with the 
lattice one. Fp^f is given by the same expression (18) with the 
running coupling (3) modified by Wr "3 and governed by the ratio' ' 

Лц/.i - 49.03 f o r s u ( 3 ) . (25) 

On the lattice the simplest, what one can do, is to replace the 
Euclidean gauge field action 

s y i H . - ± E rr a <«> 
( •„.„,, denotes the ordered product of link variables ^m,/" around 
a plaquette in the /< , V plane) by an effective action which takes 
the smallest virtual quark loops into acoount. We start from the Wilson /22 J fermlon action' ' 

where i',j Include the lattice aite tn,n colour a,i> and Lorentz 
indices in, v , respectively and where 

мж,п;а,.г - U«% < К,~л * M\<% <V* • ( 2 8 ) 

The hopping parameters Kf are related to the bare masses of the 
quarks and have been estimated recently as functions of q0 /23/r the 
fermion degrees of freedom can be Integrated out yielding an effective 
action as 

Ч' *у.*.+Е*Ч*-*1М) (29) 

Thus, in the lowest approximation of the hopping parameter ezpanaion we 
can carry out a pure Yang-mils calculation with a «normalized coupling 
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т XO.2) 
» X (J.3) 
* X df.l) 
• X(SA) 

О Xt(*,S) 

л 
О 

-I—» .0 1.0 1.1 /»-р 
Jig. 1. SU(3) «С data for the ratioa % , %s »«c. to aqa. (23). 
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Рог 9<> d >90 which i s the interest ing region for ua In the SU(3) ease 
there are upper bounds' ' 2 3 / ^u*K)~>'94, K s £ .163 y ie lding a small sh i f t 
Л £ .0079. We w i l l use this constant sh i f t t-зс determining the rat io 

4 . Results 

First l e t us discuss our numerical Monte-Carlo resul ts for Wilson 
loop expectation values for the SU^J) gauge group. We applied the heat 
bath procedure of Pietarinen' to а ь l a t t i c e with periodic boundary 
conditions. The data for the rat ios (23) *nd (24) are shown in Pig. 1. 
Only those data are included for which reasonable s t a t i s t i c a l errors have 
been achieved. In order to give an impression of their magnitude we 
have quoted them at several points . For values 9» >1«0 we took averages 
over 20 . . . 25 sweeps af ter reaching equilibrium. Ror <)̂ *s.95 and .90 the 
number wee considerably larger (27 and 44 sweeps, гэар . ) . The straight 
l ines i , II and III show the behaviour of the s tr ing tension О С accor
ding to eq. (20) Tor Nf*0. They correspo-.d to rat ios At/f<f . .005, 

.007 and .009, respect ive ly . Our data, in particular for the smaller 
loops known with suf f ic ient accuracy, exclude values AL/fi£.00b and 
favorize a value 

AL » (.00? ±.004) fff , (31) 

being in coincidence with the Pietannen's one' . By dashsd-dotted 
lines we marked the asall scale shift on the 9,"1 axle due to the re-
normalization (30) in tb.e case of three light quark flavors and the 
corresponding renormaj listion group behaviour for the string tension 
(curve I'l Ajj.j/fS- =».0015, curve II'tAj, .j/f» ".0020 >. We would pre
fer here 

%ч " (•00i8 *• •С0Сл) i* • ( 3 2 ) 

Sow let us turn to the discussion of the static quark-antiqusxk 
force. On Fig. 2 the corresponding curves are shown for the SU(2) esse 
(Vf"0 ). We compare here the pure perturbative (Coulomb) behaviour 
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^ 
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ч Ч > 
ч 4 - ^>^^ .^*"s'^-^«_ ^ 1 

^ / ^ ~ ~ а = 40 
• С ^ 65 

- ZT". 11 ° 1 1 i 

.2 Л .6 .8 OW5 

Fig. 2. The inetanton mediated static QQ force in the 

F(R) 
M(2) (Hf »0) case for different diXutenese degrees. 

SU(3l 

.1_ 2 .3 Л fm 
Pig. 3. The static QQ force for 3U(3) ( N f.O). The ИС data for 
%(A,2), %(5,2) are represented by crosses and dots, resp. 

25/ Curve II shows the phenomenological force ace. to Ref 
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ace. to eq. (11) (curve I) and the inetanton corrected expression (eq. 
(21)) with a fit (curve II) to data taken by Lang et al'.9' on an в* 
lattice for the ratios (23) with I » 4,5 and 3° 2,3. There is a clear 
distinct interval for the diluteness parameter 0 , such that the ine-
tanton mediated force can be put into agreement with the lattice force 
up toR'(G~.45. Ace. to eqs. (fc) and (11) 0'= 65 correoponda to an ine-
tanton scale ftт[в».50 being slightly larger than the correctly descri
bed distances between the quark-antiquark pair. This "optimal" О value 
Is related to a packing fraction {» of 2jt. 

A similar picture arises for the SU(3) gauge group. Here the drawn 
Coulomb force (curve I) and the inatanton corrected ones for two dilu
teness degrees have to be compared with the data points obtained from 
the ratios ^(4.2), X (5.2) (see rig. 3). Within their error bars 
the points show a remarkable independence of the time-like extension of 
the Wilson loops. 
We conclude that the instanton gas is In a good shape with the lattice 
results for 40 i Q* £ 65. This is tantamount to .0047 i q c A L £ .0045 
and 4* 2 {« > 2.5$. At this dilutenese degree the dilute gas appro
ximation is intact, If da pole-like interactions are really taken into 
account. That they yield a non-negligible contribution can be seen from 
Figs. 4 and 5 where we show the (i functions 

in the cases with instanton interactions (Ha) and without interactions 
(lib) compared with the percurbatlve two-loop behaviour (I). On the cur
ves we have marked points corresponding to those distances up to which 
the instanton mediated forces follow the lattice data ( R-fo a, .45 for 
SU(2), RAL * .004 for 3U(3)i. It Is interesting to compare the /3 func
tion defined by eq. (33) with the one we have found considering tl» triple-
gluon vertex with instanton contributions' . In both schemes the curves 
resemble eaoh other In their shape. In the achsc: chosen here the depar
ture from the periurbative behaviour Is shifted to somewhat larger 
coupling. 

Having determined the dilutensss degree of the inatanton gas within 
the above-mentioned limits we would like to ask whether other quantitiea 
can consistently be described. The most Interesting quantity in this 
respect is the gluon condensate' *' 
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1.0 2.0 
Pig. 4. The inatanton driven (i function 
for SU{Z) ace. to eq. (33). 

rig. S. Aa Tig. 4 for 3U(3). 
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<? ££> "- * I %!*№ 4 £#г£*-°« 

For inatanee for o'* 63 we find ace. to eq. (31) for 3U(3) 

^ « V = (.Mfi.OrfJ беИ* { 3 5 ) 

which might be an acceptable estimate within the given error. 
For the real case of the colour group SU(3) there exist a lot of 

coapeting phenomenological potentiala successively describing the char-
Bonium and bottonius epeotra' - . They agree very well at diatancsa 
0.1 fm£f?*i 1 fa. Jor definiteneau wa have uhown in fig. 3 the potential 
of the Cornell group'"' (curve II) with the uncertainty due to the 
error in eq. (31). There ia a striking disagreement with the lattioe 
data seen up to R - .4 fm. Can the inoluaion of light fexmlons sub
stantially improve the aituation? At leaat in the loweat approximation 
of the hopping expansion aa given by eq. (29) we have only a negative 
answer, fig. 6 ahowa thia clearly. The lattice data at aaall diatanoaa 

Pig.6. The static 0Д 
force for SU(3) with ap
proximate inoluaion of 
light quarks. Curves I 
and II show the Coulomb 
force and the phenomenolo* 
gical force'"' , reap. 
The data points give the 
ratio ?C(4t2) corrected 
for charge renormaliza-
tion (30). 
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fit well into the perturbatxve behaviour aoc. to eqs. (3,1b,25) estab
lishing tbe correctness of tbe ratio (25). Of course one could bope for 
the influence of higher corrections in the bopping expansion. This, 
however, вееша to be in conflict witb tbe recent success in calculating 
meson masses within the truncated' *' or "quenched" approximation»" '. 
More likely there is another interpretation, that phenomenologioal po
tentials - at least at snail distances - are not related to the inter
action energy of idealized h6avy queries at all' . In accordance with 
the argument» of Ret. ' we aee that the static <3Q force tends to agree 
witb quarlconium potentials for R i .5 fa. However, at such distance» 
instantona are not relevant any more. 
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Ильгенфриц Э.-м., Мюллер-Пр".к:кер М. Z2-bl-k]$ 
Статическая сила между квлр>:.|ми с точки зрении инс T.IHTOI ного raja 
и численных расчетов на рецк гке 

Предсказания расчетов ц-. иогид/ Минге-К.иим на реш.мке для статической 
сипы между кварками сравнив i. тсн с рсз/лиглгцчн, п-ш/чепными в рамках по
дели инсгантинного газа, и определяется типичный размер инстаитонов. Пред
ставлены данные для разных : :,отнс>шений внпьсонешских птапь в случае 811(3) 
для натяжении струны и фиксировано значение Л L l l l = (0,007^0 ,001; \'~. Инстан 
тонные поправки к пертурбационной силе оказываются существенными для дости
жения согласия с полученными пугем расчетов на решетке данными в области 
малых расстояний до = .5 Фм. Приводятся аргументы в пользу того, что 
отличие данных в этой облает or значения силы, известной из феноменологии, 
связано с понятием бесконечно тяжелых кварков, но не с пренебрежением 
виртуальными кварковыми петлями. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории теоретической физики ОИЯИ. 

Препринт Объединенного института ядерных исследований. Дубна 1982 
llgen/ritz E._-M., Muel Ier-Preuf3ker М. Е2-82-'(73 
The Static QQ Force from Instanton Gas and Numerical 
Lattice Calculations 

From the comparison of lattice Monte-Carlo predictions for the force 
between infinitely heavy quarks with the instanton gas results in the cases 
of SU(2) and SU(3) the typical instanton scale sizes are determined. We 
present our 5U(3) Yang-Mills MC data for different ratios of Wilson loops 
and establish the value A L « (0.u0?±0.00l) sfS" for the string tension. The 
instanton mediated force follows the lattice data inside a sma11-distance 
region (up to =0.3 fm), where the data obviously disagree with the per-
turbative as well as with the phenomenologically known UQ force. We argue 
that the disagreement with the latter is connected with the idealization 
of quarks at rest rather than with the absence of virtual light quark pairs. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Theoretical 
Physics, JINR. 

Preprint of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Jesearch. Dubna 1ЭВ2 
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